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ABSTRACT

Barefoot running has become a popular research topic, driven by the increasing prescription of barefoot running as a means of reducing injury risk. Proponents of barefoot running cite evolutionary theories that long-distance running ability was crucial for human survival, and proof of the benefits of natural running. Subsequently, runners have been advised to run barefoot as a treatment mode for injuries, strength and conditioning. The body of literature examining the mechanical, structural, clinical and performance implications of barefoot running is still in its infancy. Recent research has found significant differences associated with barefoot running relative to shod running, and these differences have been associated with factors that are thought to contribute to injury and performance. Crucially, long-term prospective studies have yet to be conducted and the link between barefoot running and injury or performance remains tenuous and speculative. The injury prevention potential of barefoot running is further complicated by the complexity of injury aetiology, with no single factor having been identified as causative for the most common running injuries. The aim of the present review was to critically evaluate the theory and evidence for barefoot running, drawing on both collected evidence as well as literature that have been used to argue in favour of barefoot running. We describe the factors driving the prescription of barefoot running, examine which of these factors may have merit, what the collected evidence suggests about the suitability of barefoot running for its purported uses and describe the necessary future research to confirm or refute the barefoot running hypotheses.

INTRODUCTION

Barefoot running has recently gained significant attention, both in scientific publications as well as in the lay media as a result of its alleged benefits for runners of all levels. These benefits include the potential for reduced injury risk, more economical running and, broadly speaking, a better understanding of running biomechanics. The translation of scientific theories into popular lay publications such as ‘born to run’ has transformed barefoot running into a topic of interest not only to scientists and clinicians, but also to all runners.

Recently, Lieberman2 supported the theoretical basis for barefoot running, concluding that humans evolved adaptations to optimise barefoot running, and that the biomechanics of such a style would minimise impact peaks, increase proprioception and foot strength and thus help prevent injury regardless of the choice of footwear. There remains a lack of conclusive evidence proving or refuting the proposed advantages of barefoot running, however. Such evidence will require long-term longitudinal studies and further understanding of the biomechanics and implications of barefoot running. To date, the failure to conclusively explain the implications of barefoot running on injury risk and performance appear to be the result of four factors.

I. The complexity of injury aetiology—-injuries are rarely the result of a single risk factor, and the physiological and biomechanical changes associated with barefoot running can only ever address part of the complex array of causative factors for injury;

II. Large variability in mechanics between individuals, with respect to shod running and in the barefoot condition;

III. Differences in study design and methodology, such as overground and treadmill running, minimalism, shod and barefoot conditions;

IV. The volumes of data acquired from biomechanical and neuromuscular analysis during running gait are often not analysed appropriately and lead to spurious conclusions.

The aim of this review was to evaluate the merits of the theoretical factors driving the current scientific interest in barefoot running. These theoretical factors include anthropological/evolutionary theories, biomechanical factors associated with injury and performance outcomes. Understanding the rationale for barefoot running’s purported benefits is important, since it drives future research approaches and methods to confirm or refute those benefits. We aim to evaluate current research evidence on the effectiveness of barefoot running as a means to reduce injury risk and improve performance, and suggest necessary future research to enable definitive and practical conclusions for clinicians, researchers and ultimately, runners.

FACTORS DRIVING THE PROMOTION OF BAREFOOT RUNNING

Evolutionary/anthropology explanation, and the epidemiology of injury

A recent series of articles has proposed that among the many distinctive characteristics of humans, the ability to run long distances may have been instrumental in the evolution of the present human form, and has led to the description of barefoot running as the most natural means of running.2 An extension of this theory is the mismatch hypothesis, where humans are suggested to be mal-adapted to wearing shoes in ways that may influence injury development.2 Limited foot proprioception, altered running form and weak and inflexible feet are the primary maladaptations proposed to prevent the lower limbs from adapting to external forces.
and loads, controlling for excess movement and adjusting to ground surface types appropriately.1 5

These claims and hypotheses remain unproven in the scientific literature. Lieberman2 also emphasises that “how one runs probably is more important than what is on one’s feet, but what is on one’s feet may affect how one runs” referring back to the unnatural environment that shoes provide the body.

With respect to the evolution of footwear, evidence exists that humans have worn footwear such as sandals or primitive moccasins for the past 50 000 years, and that humans gradually adapted to increased use of footwear.6 7 However, significant changes occurred as a result of the increased participation in running as a form of exercise for health. In the 1970s, the appeal of mass participation in endurance running was popularised as a means to prevent and manage chronic diseases of lifestyle,8 and ushered in the era of the modern running shoe.

Data gathered since have shown the prevalence of running-related injuries to range between 50% and 79%/annum.4 9-12 The research response to injury has focused on the forces applied to the body and “abnormal” joint angle changes of the body, with the working hypothesis that excessive forces or extreme movements during the gait cycle expose the body to extreme stresses which significantly increase injury risk.5 13

Perhaps the simplest example of this is the reported association between bone stress fractures and higher ground reaction forces.14 Subsequently, an emphasis to reduce ground reaction forces and joint motion were introduced through technologies such as an increased heel bevel, softer and thicker sole cushioning and dual-density medial midsole support,15 with the expectation that these excessive kinetic and kinematic changes could be reduced below a safe stress limit to allow injury-free running.

However, the initial hypothesis that minimising impact forces and joint angle changes to reduce injury risk has since been revealed as oversimplified.15 Indeed, it has even been challenged as fundamentally flawed,15 with impact forces either being only part of, or completely unrelated to, the development of injury. Instead, it has been proposed that neuromuscular adjustments, made in response to impact forces, regulate the degree of soft tissue vibration and stress and the degree of cushioning on the foot is largely irrelevant.13

Of interest is that the incidence of running-related injuries has remained unchanged despite these modern running shoe interventions,9 11-13 with critical reviews stating that there is no scientific evidence supporting the prescription of a shoe with an elevated cushioned heel and pronation control system.16 The concurrent evolution of modern shoes, the lack of evidence for shoe prescription and the persistently elevated prevalence of running injuries have been proposed as evidence that shoe technologies are ineffective, and with a somewhat large leap in logic, that barefoot running would provide the effective and viable alternative. The apparent failure of modern shoe technology to impact the running injury rate may however be due to numerous confounding factors. Primary among them is that while numerous risk factors relating to training volume and intensity and injury history are known to exist, research has still not identified a single common mechanical variable that predicts a range of running-related injuries.9

Another factor that must be borne in mind is that injury statistics must be interpreted in the context of running as a past-time today, compared with running as a sport in the 1970s. For example, the New York Marathon saw 14 346 runners participated in 1983, compared with 31 791 runners in 1999 and >47 000 runners in 2011.17 Arguably, as participation grew exponentially, the biomechanical, anthropological and training characteristics of runners will have changed over time, with modern runners displaying a far greater heterogeneity, and possibly unfavourable characteristics. Since each characteristic can be implicated in injury aetiology (eg, higher body mass, less training history and generally reduced athleticism), one hypothesis is that in the absence of modern shoe technology, the modern running group would present with even higher injury rates—these individuals may not, to borrow from a popular lay publication from above, be ‘born to run’, and running shoes may in fact be reducing their injury risk compared with the shoes they would have run in many years before. Simply pointing to injury prevalence statistics and the coincident development of shoes as evidence that modern shoes are ineffective is an inadequate oversimplified argument.16

Biomechanical justification
The biomechanical justification for barefoot running centres on the concept that the differences between barefoot running are favourable and reduce the risk of injury. Therefore, it is constructive to evaluate these differences, and ask whether literature exists to support the notion that the shod-to-barefoot change results in biomechanical differences that are injury preventative. For example, Lieberman et al18 have recently proposed that the most favourable difference between shod and barefoot running is the significant reduction in impact transient or loading rate in the barefoot condition. This is deemed significant because the magnitude of this impact transient has been correlated with the risk of tibial stress injuries.19

This approach is complicated significantly by the aetiology of running injuries and, in some instances, conflicting evidence around the strength of the association between certain factors and injury risk. Therefore, our theoretical approach in evaluating the merits of barefoot running is by no means definitive or conclusive. However, it may provide (1) practical and clinical application of research on barefoot running biomechanics for the management or prediction of injury; and (2) highlight where future research can strengthen theoretical concepts for barefoot running.

Practical and clinical application of barefoot running for the management or prediction of injury
The table below summarises the barefoot running research and its potential implications for injury risk. For each injury, we have summarised the biomechanical factors known to be associated with common running injuries, including bone stress fractures of the tibia and foot, patellofemoral pain, musculoskeletal injury and Achilles tendinopathy.20-27 The biomechanical factors are not necessarily causal, but are known to be present in runners with these injuries. We then summarise the changes associated with barefoot running, and suggest whether this change is beneficial or potentially detrimental. These concepts are discussed in detail subsequently (table 1).

Footstrike
There has been something of a preoccupation with the footstrike as a marker for clinical risk with barefoot running, presumably since it is relatively easily measured. The fundamental premise is that a forefoot strike, associated with flatter foot placement at touchdown,40-41 greater plantarflexion and greater knee flexion angle on impact, distribute the impact force across a greater surface area than the heel alone, thus cushioning the impact. Further, it has been proposed that the plantar fascia is used to create a support system for the arch of the foot and acts
Hayes and Caplan found that forefoot striking is more prevalent among faster runners, whereas Larson et al. found no difference in footstrike among recreational runners with varying performance abilities. Further, discrepancies may have also been a result of both sample population (recreational vs competitive) and size. The strict characterisation of barefoot runners as forefoot strikers and shod runners as heel strikers is an oversimplification, and possibly incorrect. Indeed, a recent study by Hatala et al. showed that heel striking was relatively common among a habitually barefoot population, with 72% landing on their heels at their preferred running speed. Although, as running speed increased, footstrike shifted towards the forefoot, but a significant percentage (40%) remains heel strikers. Thus, the suggestion that barefoot running is synonymous with forefoot striking is thus inaccurate and may obscure the real kinematic differences and their effects on injury risk. Interestingly, landing surfaces have been shown to influence the footstrike pattern in runners similarly to the different shoe conditions (and the absence of shoes). Thus, these surface differences may explain discrepancies and unusual findings in different studies and should be noted in future studies involving running.

Nevertheless, numerous studies have associated footstrike with injury risk. Most recently Daoud et al. found that runners who habitually rearfoot strike incur a higher injury rate of repetitive stress injuries when compared with runners who...
mostly forefoot strike. The authors propose that the absence of the impact peak in the ground reaction force during a forefoot strike compared with a rearfoot strike may contribute to lower rates of injury. If this hypothesis is correct, there may be many implications for the running community. However, it must be noted that this study account for performance ability, and the small sample size of 52 runners were divided into 36 rearfoot strikers and 16 forefoot strikers in each group, suggests that further research is required, with larger populations, equally distributed strike types, the type of runner and over a longer period. Alongside this, to categorise footstrike patterns in three clusters may be somewhat reductionist when foot striking has been shown to exist as a spectrum.20

The argument for barefoot running based on this research must however be understood in the light of research from Lieberman et al which found that some habitually shod individuals who run barefoot experience greater impact peaks and rates of loading than habitually barefoot runners.51 This is presumably because they do not adjust their footstrike and continue to land on the heel, exposing them to loading rates sevenfold greater than when in shoes.15 Thus, barefoot running is not by itself sufficient to produce this purported reduction in injury risk, and the transition, which is the logical clinical implication of the advice given to runners, may increase risk, albeit transiently.

Lower limb and foot
Evidence from habitually shod runners indicate that barefoot running may increase the risk of stress fractures of the lower limb and foot.26 Salzler et al presented a case-series of 10 runners who experienced stress fractures primarily on the second and third metatarsal when transitioning to barefoot running. Also, a case of a calcaneal stress fracture was presented. This latter injury is typically the result of direct loads through the heel, and may further indicate that not all runners instinctively adopt a forefoot striking pattern on initial exposure to barefoot running, as discussed previously.26 Those who do adopt a forefoot landing may be susceptible to increased risk of stress fractures of the metatarsals, based on the increased forefoot loading and documented cases of such injuries occurring.35

Ankle and foot
Arendse et al14 found that when runners consciously adopted the POS technique (a forefoot landing pattern with the absence of a heel strike) while still wearing shoes, there was a decrease in net moments around the knee but an increased net moment around the ankle. These findings were suggested to have positive implications for knee injury, since previous research has attributed knee injuries to high eccentric workloads on the joint. This theory, extended to the ankle, however, would predict an increased risk of ankle and calf muscle or Achilles tendon injury, and this has indeed been documented as a potential risk factor by Salzler et al26. However, whether the POS technique is indeed typical of barefoot running remains questionable.

It may also be suggested that barefoot running would be most beneficial to runners suffering or recovering from plantar fasciitis. Previous research has associated this injury with increased forces, loading rates and decreased range of motion,39 all factors that barefoot running is known to alter favourably in those individuals who adopt a favourable landing pattern (table 1). Once again, the research of Lieberman38 suggests that some runners may actually experienced increased forces and loading rates. At this early stage, this has only been associated with footstrike, but future research will need to investigate why some runners experience significantly higher forces (sevenfold higher, as per Lieberman et al) when running barefoot, particularly initially.

With respect to Achilles tendinopathy, research has linked ground contact sole angle, greater plantar torque and dorsiflexion torque, and earlier and increased foot pronation as causative factors.37 Additionally, Azevedo et al16 found lower knee range of motion at contact to midstance and lower calf muscle activity in patients with Achilles tendinopathy, though this may be the result of, rather than the cause of the injury. Given this evidence, in particular the greater plantarflexion torque, it may be that barefoot running, with increased plantarflexion on impact and eccentric work on the ankle, may further increase the risk of Achilles tendinopathies. Alternatively, it may be argued that the ankle joint changes associated with habitual barefoot running may alter factors such as foot pronation, thus reducing the injury risk. This is an illustrative case of how oversimplified the barefoot-injury relationship is.

The ability for the neuromuscular system to coordinate the lower limbs appropriately when barefoot running has yet to be fully explored. Some evidence has shown that the calf muscle group activity is greater in the barefoot condition,41 and this may be indicative of increased strain on the calf muscle and resultant increased risk of Achilles tendinopathy or a stimulus for the body to adapt. Alternatively, the increased muscle activity may be beneficial, as it may dampen and control the forces applied to the joints and research has shown that triggering the calf with an eccentric load may be a treatment modus for Achilles tendinopathy.38

Knee
It has been found that a forefoot striking running technique (POSE technique) is associated with reduced eccentric loading of the knee and preparatory knee flexion prior to landing.45 This is suggested to be of potential benefit to athletes with patellofemoral pain, since previous research had linked eccentric work on the knee to this injury.34 However, patellofemoral pain has also been associated with weak gluteal strength and hamstring flexibility,20 33 34 and so the interaction of these factors, with barefoot running make any suggestion regarding its benefits tenuous.

Another factor, not only limited to the knee, but also the ankle and hip, is that many researchers have reported a reduction stride length and an increase in step frequency during barefoot running. These are biomechanical ‘outcome’ variables of joint mechanics, but may also affect the loading rate and magnitude of loading on all joints. To date, most studies have correlated these changes to performance rather than injury,51–53 but it must be acknowledged that this change, while not specific to a joint, may be an important factor in understanding injury in terms of a loading rate model or explanation.

In conclusion, the complexity of running injuries, which have a multifactorial aetiology, and the highly variable response of many kinetic and kinematic factors associated with barefoot running, make definitive statements about potential benefits impossible. Only with longitudinal intervention studies will evidence emerge regarding the risk of injury when running barefoot, while mechanisms may require significantly more research to elucidate.

FUTURE RESEARCH THAT MAY IMPROVE PRACTICAL BAREFOOT RUNNING RECOMMENDATIONS
Skill acquisition of barefoot running
An as yet unexplored area of barefoot running theory is the process by which biomechanical adaptations occur and whether these are universally learnt. This is crucial both clinically and
practically, because some individuals may be incapable of achieving the potentially favourable biomechanical changes. These individuals may be exposed to increased risk of injury according to the previously described factors, particularly early on, and fully understanding the process by which the barefoot condition changes biomechanics is crucial to the clinical and performance management of an athlete.

Research has demonstrated immediate adjustments in factors such as ankle and knee angle on impact, and resultant changes in footstrike, but that these changes do not occur equally for all runners. Lieberman et al. found that when habitually shod runners ran barefoot, 83% continued to heel strike, at least during the laboratory testing period. In this condition (barefoot and heel striking), the impact force was 8.6% greater than shod, while the rate of loading was approximately 700% greater. Thus, the acute response of a majority of runners to barefoot running exposes them to impact forces and loading rates that are significantly higher than when shod. As we described previously, these runners may face substantially more risk when barefoot, and confirms previous research which found that habitually shod runners exhibit higher loading rates when barefoot than in the shod condition.

Several important questions are raised as a result of these findings. First, the widely popularised theory that shod runners heel strike while barefoot runners shift to a forefoot landing is a generalisation and oversimplification, since 50% of runners participating in a 6-week minimalist running shoe intervention remained heel strikers. A more recent study found that even in habitually barefoot individuals, 72% were heel strikers at comfortable running speeds, and the simple allocation of barefoot runners to the forefoot striking group is clearly false. Studies do show a significant change in ankle angle on impact, but this is often not sufficient to change footstrike pattern, and as mentioned, may expose those runners to increased impact forces and loading rates.

Second, the findings of Lieberman et al. compel the question of whether biomechanical changes in the barefoot condition are learned responses, and thus whether all runners can achieve these adjustments equally. Since habitually barefoot runners present with markedly different kinematic and kinetic characteristics than novice barefoot runners, it is reasonable to propose that a substantial learning component exists. Lieberman et al. found, for example, that 6 weeks of training with minimalist shoes designed to simulate barefoot running resulted in changes in the simple outcome variable of footstrike pattern. Approximately half of the initial heel strikers had shifted to a forefoot landing pattern after 6 weeks of minimalist shoe training, despite no conscious instruction or feedback.

What is intriguing is whether the other half, who were heel strikers on first exposure to barefoot running and after 6 weeks of training, would remain as such or whether they too would slowly achieve the biomechanical changes that would ultimately characterise them as forefoot strikers. More importantly, would these individuals all achieve the supposedly favourable reductions in impact force and loading rate, or are some runners incapable of these adjustments? These researchers did not present kinetic data on these individuals, and measured footstrike patterns only at 0 and 6 weeks, thus the temporal changes of other biomechanical variables are not known.

Given this question, it seems premature to advocate that barefoot running or the associated biomechanics of barefoot running are desirable, because certain individuals may be incapable of achieving the adjustments and thus may be at increased risk of injury. It may be that individuals who fail to adjust their running biomechanics favourably do not persist with barefoot running. In contrast, runners who succeed barefoot, without injury or discomfort, may be those runners who are able to quickly make favourable changes to their running mechanics. Thus, the ability to run barefoot with proposed favourable reductions in impact force and loading rate may determine the longer term clinical outcome. However, the changes in biomechanical variables occurring over time have not been studied.

It would seem likely that habitually shod runners transitioning to barefoot running would achieve progressive changes in kinematics such as increased plantarflexion and knee flexion angle, and resultant reductions in impact force and loading rate. Accordingly, barefoot running may not be immediately effective, but rather is learned as a skill, with favourable running mechanics the result of achieving a certain skill level.

This skill acquisition must reflect altered neuromuscular activation patterns at various stages during the gait cycle, including altered activation of the calf muscle group to facilitate plantarflexion prior to impact, as well as of the quadriceps to allow for observed differences in knee flexion during the impact phase. Supporting this, Divert et al. found that the muscle activity in the calves when running barefoot was significantly higher than when shod. It was proposed that the noticeably higher preactivation of the lower limb muscles when performing sufficient steps may lead to a reduction in impact peak and subsequent reduction of the mechanical stress during running. The rate at which the muscle–tendon structures and neuromuscular control of the lower limb can be learned over time may determine successful transition to barefoot running.

Research is required to differentiate between these theories, and more importantly, to discover whether this ‘skill’ can be learned equally by all runners. This is important for the practical application and proponents of barefoot running, because the initial exposure to barefoot running may increase the risk of injury by virtue of the higher impact forces and loading rates. Thus, prescribing barefoot running as a clinical treatment modus is premature, however, it appears changing ones footstrike when injured or recovering from injury may assist in alleviating or preventing further specific classes of injury.

**Fatigue (as an indicator of adaptation)**

An under-researched but likely crucial factor for barefoot running is the effect of fatigue on running mechanics, muscle function and joint integrity. Running consists of repetitive muscle contractions which unavoidably subjects the body to various levels of muscular fatigue (inability to maintain a given level of force production). It has been proposed that muscle is essential for dissipating large dynamic loads experienced in the lower extremity during movement. This is primarily achieved through the stretch-shortening cycle and possible muscle tuning. Interestingly, Nigg has proposed that muscle tuning may have the capacity to dampen impact peaks during running. This hypothesis may have bearing on fatigue (adaptation) as the inability for the muscle tune appropriately may result in reduced dampening of impact forces, with a resultant increase in force transmission elsewhere. However, as fatigue develops over the duration of exercise, the protective neuromuscular mechanism of the muscle diminishes.

Exercising in a fatigued state increases stress, strain and impact forces, particularly on the lower extremity. Although these loads in isolation may not be above the physiological threshold for injury, it has been hypothesised that they accumulate and lead to various overuse injuries. For example, Mizrahi et al. have shown that fatigue influences the lower
extremity limb mechanics during running, with altered contraction of the muscle on the shank (an increase in gastrocnemius and decrease in tibialis anterior activity), imbalances in the transfer of mechanical energy between eccentric and concentric muscle contractions and slower muscle reaction time.

Further, after localised muscle fatigue has been induced, there are significant altered patterns of ground reaction forces and reduced ankle joint dorsiflexion during running.\textsuperscript{57} It was concluded that localised muscle fatigue may influence many common lower extremity running injuries.

All of these factors affect the resilience of the neuromuscular system to consistently dampen these large forces. Thus, as fatigue develops, the ability to maintain the desired angular displacements during the stance phase may be compromised and subsequent injury may occur.\textsuperscript{63, 64} Larson \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{46} described foot-strike patterns of runners at the 10 and 32 km mark of a marathon, and found a 5.2\% increase in rearfoot striking as the race progressed. These changes provide broad insight on the influence of fatigue on the ability of the body to execute the most preferred gait.

Given the previously described changes in neuromuscular activation, as well as the changes in joint loading that occur with barefoot running, it seems reasonable to assume that fatigue is a crucial factor that may significantly compromise the body’s ability to adapt to the mechanical and muscular changes occurring during barefoot running.\textsuperscript{65} Barefoot running introduces potentially unfamiliar stress on muscle and joints and fatigue may exacerbate the potential risk associated with these stresses.\textsuperscript{42} Fully understanding the risks and benefits of barefoot running, particularly during the early phases of adaptation, requires that the potential effects of fatigue are acknowledged. To date research has been mostly limited to laboratory studies of non-fatigued runners, which reduce the external validity of these findings, since fatigue is a crucial, almost ubiquitous component of running.

Performance (indicated by metabolic and whole-body physiological changes)
Currently the most researched performance-related variable for barefoot running is its effect on running economy. Studies have found that barefoot running is associated with an improved running economy, though this is widely accepted to be the result of a decrease in mass (absent shoes). Alternatively, it is suggested to be due to the effect of elastic compliance from the foot and the influence of shoe construction on gait.\textsuperscript{66, 67}

Owing to the mass effect, it is important that studies control for the absence of shoes on economy. Failing this, findings such as that of Hanson \textit{et al},\textsuperscript{66} who found improved running economy in the barefoot compared to the shod condition, are not surprising. Divert \textit{et al} questioned this difference as the result of shoe construction (wearing shoes alters the gait) or the additional mass of the shoe. When mass was corrected using thin diving socks, they continued to find that running economy was improved when barefoot. It was concluded that the metabolic component was a result of the mass and the net efficiency was due to mechanical alterations in the lower limbs.\textsuperscript{67}

In contrast, Perl \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{68} recently found that runners were more economical in minimalist shoes than in traditional cushioned shoes when controlling for shoe mass, stride frequency and strike patterns. They did not assess a barefoot condition; however, Franz \textit{et al} disputed this finding, finding that being barefoot was no more economical than running in lightweight cushioned shoes. No study has compared the minimalist shoe of Perl \textit{et al} to pure barefoot, lightweight and traditional cushioned shoes, making direct comparison impossible. Currently, the theory is that the difference may be due to the greater elastic energy storage and release as a result of stiffer minimalist shoes, and that no metabolic advantage exists for running barefoot as compared to employing lightweight cushioned shoes when controlling for footstrike pattern and mass.\textsuperscript{69}

Although adding mass to the foot predictably worsens running economy, a lightweight (<150 g) but cushioned shoe maybe more economical than barefoot running. This implies that shoe cushioning may influence running economy to a point where shoe mass would prevail over the cushioning effect.

Interestingly, no studies have shown whether running economy is affected as a result of training in the barefoot condition regardless of whether running in shod or barefoot. Franz \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{69} hypothesised that the barefoot running economy would improve with practice/training. Hence investigating the change in running economy in response to barefoot training would provide a novel explanation of possible physiological conditioning of the muscles and increased efficiency in the elastic storage capacity of the lower limbs during running.

Clinical studies of injury rehabilitation through barefoot running
Finally, given the potential link between mechanics and risk factors for injury, and the documented changes occurring for various joints during barefoot running (table 1), it is intriguing to consider whether barefoot running may be prescribed as a treatment modality for certain individuals. For instance, Diebel \textit{et al}, 2012 found that using a forefoot strike intervention resolved symptoms of anterior compartment syndrome in 10 patients (Diebal, Gregory, Alitz, and Gerber, 2012). This study suggests that biomechanical changes, achieved consciously in the form of instruction, can be used to treat common running injuries. Barefoot running, which may induce similar changes without the need for instruction and potentially supervision, offers the same potential, though it is an area that warrants further research, and which may be prefaced by the recognition or better understanding of barefoot running as a skill, as described previously.

CONCLUSION
We have described the rationale, the biomechanical justification and two of the crucial unknown aspects of barefoot running. It is clear that little is known about barefoot running and injury and performance. The current promotion of barefoot running is based on oversimplified, poorly understood, equivocal and in some cases, absent research, but remains a trend in popular media based solely on an evolutionary/epidemiological hypothesis and anecdotal evidence. Here, we have described that while the evolutionary hypothesis may be credible, it assumes a great deal and cannot by itself be the justification for barefoot running. In terms of biomechanics, it is clear from current evidence that barefoot running influences the body acutely, and likely has a significant impact on kinetic and kinematic factors associated with injury. However, no causal relationships, and the high variability and complexity of both injury and barefoot running make this justification tenuous.

Finally, we suggest that barefoot running may be a skill that is not instinctively acquired, but that requires substantial practice in order for the body to adapt. Even then, it is unclear how this adaptation may occur, and whether every runner can achieve it. The process of adaptation needs to be clearly understood before training and clinical advice is disseminated to athletes.
In conclusion, there remain more questions than answers at present. Future research may elucidate some of these answers, but current advice, based on tenuous justifications and associations between biomechanical factors and injury do not by themselves constitute a compelling argument for barefoot running. It may be that the running technique is more important, and so further research must distinguish between barefoot running and characteristics of barefoot running that may be implementable for shod running.
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